Division of Public Works
Administration

Board of Public Works Meeting of May 31, 2018
Agenda - AMENDED
A meeting of the Board of Public Works is scheduled for Thursday, May 31, 2018 at 4:30p.m.
in the Auditorium at City Hall, 229 Main Street, Nashua, NH 03060.
I.

Roll Call

II.

Motion: To approve the agenda as presented.

III.

Motion: To approve the minutes of the Board of Public Works Meeting of April 26,
2018.

IV.

Motion: To unseal the nonpublic minutes for Personnel from the Board of Public
Works Meeting of April 26, 2018.

V.

Public Comment

VI.

Aldermanic Referrals
A. R-18-035 - RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF
$30,001 FROM RENAISSANCE DOWNTOWNS, LLC INTO PUBLIC
WORKS CAPITAL PROJECT ACTIVITY “EAST HOLLIS STREET
GATEWAY IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT”.

VII.

Parks & Recreation
A. Motion: To approve the purchase and installation of a central irrigation system
from Smart Water Management LLC of Hopkinton, MA for the sum of $26,220.
Funding will be through Department: 177 Park & Recreation; Fund: General;
Activity; Central Irrigation Project.

VIII. Wastewater
A. Motion: To approve the User Warrants as presented.
B. Motion: To approve the purchase of a 6 inch trailer mounted portable Godwin
brand pump from Xylem in the amount of $45,279.09 Funding will be through
Department: 169 - Wastewater; Fund: WERF; Account Classification: 71
Equipment.
IX.

Solid Waste
A. Discussion: Recycling Center Costs
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X.

Engineering
A. Motion: To approve the Residential and Commercial Wastewater Service Permit
and Fees as submitted.
B. Motion: To approve Drainlayer’s License for Hooksett Paving Co., Inc., 20
Blevens Dr, Candia, NH 03034, in accordance with Nashua City Code §255-19
Issuance of Drainlayer's License.
C. Motion: To approve the hardship request from Lofts 34, LLC to excavate for
installation of three sewer services on Franklin Street which has a 5-year
moratorium.
D. Motion: To approve the construction contract for the 2018 Sewer Replacement –
Kinsley St project to Newport Construction of Nashua, NH in an amount not to
exceed $1,139,300. Funding will be through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund:
Wastewater; Activity: Sewer Rehab and Sewer Structures.
E. Motion: To approve the engineering services contract with Hayner/Swanson. Inc.
of Nashua, NH in the amount of $328,675 for the management and construction
administration of the paving program. Funding is contingent upon the approval of
the bonds that will be funding the multi-year paving project. Department: 160
Admin/Engineering; Fund: Bond; Activity: Paving.
F. Motion: To approve the award of the FY18 Asphalt Testing contract to S.W. Cole
Engineering, Inc., Londonderry, NH in the amount of $43,875. Funding will be
through: Department: 161 Street; Fund: General; Activity: Paving; Department:
161 Street; Fund: Trust; Account Category: 54 Property Services.
G. Motion: To approve a contract with Thibeault Corporation of Manchester, NH in
an amount not to exceed $35,000 for the Drainage Improvements along Marshall
Street. Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater;
Activity: CSO Flooding.
H. Motion: To approve the hardship request from Liberty Utilities to excavate for
installation of replacement gas lines on East Stark Street which has a 5-year
moratorium.

XI.

Administration
A. Motion: To approve the placement of a sculpture in front of the Indian Head Bank
Building on Main Street for the Sculpture Symposium.
B. Informational: O-18-015 – AMENDING THE CITY’S STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT ORDINANCES
C. Discussion: Downtown Events
D. Budget Transfers
E. Directors Report

XII.

Commissioner’s Comments

XIII. Personnel
A. Non-Public Session
XIV. Possible Non-Public Session
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Board of Public Works Meeting
Meeting Minutes
April 26, 2018
A special meeting of the Board of Public Works was held Thursday, April 26, 2018, at 1:00 p.m. in the
Auditorium at City Hall, 229 Main Street, Nashua, NH 03060.
Mayor Donchess, Chair, declared the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m. and called the roll.
Members Present:
Mayor James Donchess, Chair
Commissioner Tracy Pappas
Commissioner Kevin S. Moriarty
Commissioner G. Frank Teas
Members Not Present:
Commissioner Joel Ackerman, Vice Chair
Also Present:
Ms. Lisa Fauteux, Director of Public Works
Mr. Stephen Dookran, City Engineer
Mr. Nicolas Caggiano, Superintendent, Parks & Recreation
Mr. Jon Ibarra, Superintendent of Streets
Mr. Dave Boucher, Superintendent, Wastewater Department
Ms. Sally Hyland, Recycling Coordinator
Alderman Ernest Jette, Aldermanic Liaison
Alderwoman MaryAnn Melizzi-Golja, Board of Aldermen
MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the agenda as amended.
SECONDED: Commissioner Ackerman
Discussion:
Commissioner Teas
What is amended on the agenda?
Director Fauteux
There were two Aldermanic referrals that were added to the agenda.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Approval of Meeting Minutes – March 22, 2018
MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the minutes of the Board of Public Works Meeting
of March 22, 2018.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
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MOTION: Commissioner Teas to unseal the non-public minutes from the Board of Public Works
Meeting of March 22, 2018.
SECONDED: Commissioner Pappas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Public Comment
There was none.
Commissioner Pappas
I will preface this statement by saying the last two Chairs that I have served under have been very good about
allowing discussion. I think it is interesting that we do go by the rules of the smaller Boards with one exception
and that is seconding motions. If the Board will indulge me, I will read it but if people object, I can wait until the
Commissioner comments.
Commissioner Moriarty
Mayor, just for the record, according to Robert’s Rules, we should not be discussing anything that is not on the
agenda.
Commissioner Pappas
I will just say that the rules are the rules. Procedures and Small Boards – “in a small Board meeting there is
not more than about a dozen members present, some formality that is necessary in large Boards that would
hinder business. The rules in governing such meetings differ from the rules that hold in other assemblies in
some respects. Members may use a hand instead of standing for a motion.” “ Motions need not be
seconded. There is no limit to the number of times to speak to a debatable question.” I recognize that some
items are not debatable. Then there is another item which I think you have been very good about, “informal
discussion of subject is permitted while a motion is pending.”
Mayor Donchess
At the last meeting, the issue arose if a second is required. The School Board also uses Robert’s Rules and
even though Robert’s is a very long book, there is a two-page section covering small Boards which has a
simplified set of rules which would seem to apply both here and the Board of Education. They define “small
Boards” under some number but it is many more than five and within that text it suggests that you do not need
a second. According to the City Attorney, the only two pages that you need to look at in the context of small
Boards are those two pages. The City Attorney appeared at the Board of Education to talk about the rules. It
seems like unless the Board votes otherwise, I will apply the rules of the two pages that seem to apply to small
Boards.
MOTION: Mayor Donchess to use the small Board section as indicated on pages 35 and 36 of
Robert’s Rules.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
Discussion:
Commissioner Moriarty
My interpretation of Robert’s Rules is that any motion needs a second so I would prefer a legal opinion on that,
if that is okay with you, Mayor. The reason for a second is to do away with frivolous, time wasting
Board of Public Works Minutes – April 26, 2018
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conversation. An action needs to have a back up and if there is only one person then that is not enough,
according to Robert’s Rules.
Mayor Donchess
That seems like a fair request, especially since this is not on the agenda and came up as a surprise. Why
don’t we continue as we have done for the remainder of this meeting and the interim, before the next meeting I
will get the City Attorney to address us on this question.
Commissioner Pappas
I would just say that in the context of Robert’s Rules, it is done to protect the minority and easy to be a minority
on a five member Board. In the past, there have been times where if you do not second a motion then you do
not have to show your record as to what you think publicly. It sounds like there has already been a legal
opinion on this. With all due respect, we did bring it up at the last meeting and someone was absent who felt
strongly about it and…
Mayor Donchess
Let’s continue as we have and we will straighten it out. We will get Attorney Bolton’s view before the next
meeting and in a written form rather than him just saying something to me.
Aldermanic Referrals
A. R-18-022 - AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND THE CITY TREASURER TO ISSUE
BONDS NOT-TO-EXCEED THE AMOUNT OF TWO MILLION FIVE HUNDRED
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,500,000) FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 2018 SEWER
INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM
MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to favorably recommend R-18-022 - Authorizing the Mayor
and the City Treasurer to Issue Bonds not-to-exceed the Amount of Two Million Five Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($2,500,000) for the Fiscal Year 2018 Sewer Infrastructure Program
(Note: There was no second to this motion.)
Discussion:
Commissioner Pappas
No one wants to spend that kind of money but it is necessary.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
B. R-18-023 - CHANGING THE PURPOSE OF UP TO $514,000 OF UNEXPENDED
BOND PROCEEDS FROM VARIOUS WASTEWATER PROJECTS TO THE
FISCAL YEAR 2018 SEWER INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM
MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to favorably recommend R-18-023 – Changing the Purpose
of up to $514,000 of Unexpended Bond Proceeds from Various Wastewater Projects to the
Fiscal Year 2018 Sewer Infrastructure Program
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
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Discussion:
Alderman Jette
I noticed that we are replacing the sewer pipes with PVC with an expected life of 50 years, but the stuff that we
are replacing has been in the ground since prior to 1900. Does the PVC have a better life expectancy? 50
years sounds shorter than 100.
Mr. Dookran, City Engineer
The first thing is that these pipes should have been replaced years ago, at least 40 years ago. We have
pushed the life on some the old pipes. Secondly, PVC has a life expectancy that is much longer than 50
years. People have been doing analysis of PVC and although we do not have 100 years of experience with
PVC, we do have 40 or 50 years and according to the studies, the projected life is beyond 100 years.
Alderman Jette
Why does it say 50 years on the Resolution?
Mr. Dookran
It exceeds the bond life by so many years but we do expect longer than 50 years with these pipes.
Mayor Donchess
He is saying with regard to the bond life is that in order to bond a project you have to demonstrate or find that
the life of the project is longer than the payout period of the bond. For example, it should say it has a life of
“X.” Perhaps you are pointing out that it might be better if it were longer but it is really just to establish for
Bond Council that the project is going to last more than 20 years.
Alderman Jette
Regarding the second resolution, this is evidently money leftover from a wastewater bond and I noticed that
we have been spending extra money on the wastewater treatment plant. Why are we not using this money for
that as opposed to this?
Mr. Dookran
The leftover money is from three different projects, the storage facility, the aeration upgrade and the water
equipment replacement. Two are the projects were actually planned projects but the tank was a CSO project,
the combined sewer separation project. The need for sewer infrastructure rehabilitation in the street. At this
point in time, it is a lot higher than the need for fuller plant upgrades. We have fallen so far behind in repairing
all of the failing sewers, as you pointed out, a lot of them are over 100 years old and we are still trying to get
handle as to what that quantity is and what program we should be going forward with. The more money that
we can funnel into this area, the better off we are. For example, we had a bid out for our sewer rehabilitation
project for this year and the prices have gone up so much that the bid came in at least 40% higher than we
expected. We have to re-configure what this years’ program is going to be in order to be able to afford to do
any kind of work.
Alderman Jette
I understand the need for this project but if it is a total of about $3 million then why aren’t we just requesting a
bond for $3 million for the sewers and leaving the wastewater money for wastewater projects and needs or is
it just an accounting thing that does not really matter.
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Mr. Dookran
I am not sure what the answer is but I believe it has to do with the rate analysis that was performed; setting
the rate structure and how much money can go towards any particular area and there is only so much of
bonding that can be done within a particular year. I believe that is the base premise behind it.
Director Fauteux
We also consider this all of the sewer system; all of the pipes is considered part of the sewer system as well,
we do not differentiate between the plan, pipes and the pump stations that are bringing all of the material to
the plant. As the City Engineer said, we are way behind on upgrading our sewer system. We probably have
30% of our sewers in the inner city that are failing and we are doing an analysis of that now and we will have a
better sense of what we need to do going forward but we expect we are going to need far more than what we
currently have been spending to bring our sewer system back into compliance.
Commissioner Pappas
For background, my first year on the Board, it was Mayor Lozeaus’ first year as well. The bond rates had
been cut a few years prior to that and there was an issue with not paying attention to how much the whole
wastewater system was and we were in a position where we did not have what should be in certain accounts
and that is when the sewer rates started to increase because we were not charging enough and were not
paying attention to what was in each account. It was a logistical nightmare and I do think that it was
straightened out pretty well. Wastewater and sewer is a very corrosive process and when something has
been neglected, although I do not think that anything was done purposefully, it was just a lack of paying
attention to the issues. I think that in the years since then we have done a really good job at trying to get
caught up but this stuff is not cheap.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
C. O-18-014 - SETTING PARKS AND RECREATION FEES
MOTION: Commissioner Moriarty to favorably recommend O-18-014 – Setting Parks and
Recreation Fees
SECONDED: Commissioner Pappas
Discussion:
Mr. Nicolas Caggiano, Superintendent, Parks & Recreation
The fee structure is something that some members of the Boards and the Director asked me to start
investigating last year and we did an analysis of all the different towns and we determined that the fields were
getting overused quite heavily and we decided to come up with a fee structure which you all approved back in
October or November of last year. The process to get those fees on the books has gotten us to a point where
the Board of Aldermen are going to approve it and then the accounts will be set up so those fees can go into
accounts so the funding can be used to maintain the facilities.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
D. O-18-007 - PROHIBITING PLACING OR BLOWING YARD DEBRIS IN THE
STREET
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MOTION:
Commissioner Pappas to favorably recommend O-18-007, as amended –
Prohibiting Placing or Blowing Yard Debris in the Street
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
Discussion:
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I understand that the language from the original ordinance has gone to legal and there has been some
change in that wording. None of this has gone to the Infrastructure Committee and when it goes to that
committee, it will be going as the original ordinance and at that point, a motion will be made to adopt the
language as amended.
I apologize for not being here for the first reading but I was not feeling well. I read the minutes and just to give
you some history on this, I will say that there are some chronic offenders in my Ward who I have been hearing
about for a couple of years. In a 24-hour period, I received several calls from people on one rainy autumn
afternoon because someone was blowing their leaves into an intersection that happened to be on a downhill
slope and it was raining. Two people called me because as they came down the hill and attempted to slide,
their car fishtailed. I decided to do something about it. Attorney Clarke contacted Director Fauteux who said
if it were passed then they would do something with it. The police chief weighed in and said if it were passed
then they would enforce it. After it had its first reading at the Board of Aldermen, I was contacted by several
people on other Boards in the city who said “oh my Gosh, thank you” because we have people who do this all
of the time in my Ward. One woman told me that “he blows his stuff onto the street” and I hate to say it, but it
is usually a “he” and then cars come by and all the dust comes blowing into my window. Other people have
complained about leaves piling up on streets and then it rains and it becomes slick and people are skidding.
In reading your minutes and looking at your questions and following the conversation between Alderman Jette
and the City Attorney, I totally understand your concerns and I don’t think there was anything that was meant
to keep people from putting things out a day or two in advance or people cleaning lawns and having a big
truck come through and suck them up. It is more of a situation where people are just putting things there
because they do not want to put them in bags and leaving in the street causing potential situations. Most
recently, there was another situation in my neighborhood where someone took some very large branches,
maybe 6’ or 7’ and piled them up along the side of the road, it was on a downhill curve and three people told
that they almost hit them at night. They were piled there for about a week before they were picked up. Just to
be clear, after you met, Alderman Jette and I talked and he had indicated that he had contacted Attorney
Clark with regard to changing the language. I spoke with Alderman O’Brien, who is the Chairman of the
Committee on Infrastructure, and it has not hit Infrastructure yet. It was tabled. The other part of the process
would have been that it would go to Infrastructure, to legal and then back to you. Alderman O’Brien and I
spoke and thought we would just continue with the process.
Commissioner Pappas
In my ten years, I have had a lot of people complain about that. It is incredibly inconsiderate and I was
surprised that it was not already covered. There are a couple of people that blow them at the edge of the
street and people who are going to take the time to do that, to do all of theirs, you would not be able to
enforce it within the time that the truck usually comes. In addition to it being a danger where it gets slippery
and icy, you are also going to be looking at it all winter long. They could also eventually blow into storm
drains and culverts. I strongly support it. I will tell you that I think it might be difficult to enforce but at least it
would be there for the chronic offenders.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I agree with you. It is going to be up to neighbors to call. If you really think that it is an unsafe situation then it
is up to the resident to call. The calls are anonymous. We are just giving people the tool to use if they want it.
Board of Public Works Minutes – April 26, 2018
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Commissioner Teas
Thank you, Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja, for your passion and concern for the safety of the citizens. In terms of
the punishment and the implementation, how many other laws are on the books that are like this and will this
potentially open the floodgates to there being something like this at each meeting; not that it is not important
but is it enforceable and will it be patrolled.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I think what you are talking about is something that a resident reports and then the police come out.
Commissioner Teas
I would not have known if this was a law or ordinance or not and I am wondering if there are other things, like
for dog fouling.
Mayor Donchess
There is a dog ordinance.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
We used to have a law on the books that said you could not park in the front setback; there was no parking on
the lawn. That was challenged about four or five years ago and now, you can park on your front lawn.
However, I found out that you could not drive over a city curb to park on your front lawn. In the spring and
winter when it is muddy, if someone is driving over the Cape Cod Berm and they are doing it on a regular
basis, and you can see that it is being used then you can call the police department and they will come out and
enforce it.
Commissioner Teas
What is the punishment for such a violation? Is it a three-strike process where you get a warning. I imagine
when you saw the branches piled up that someone went and knocked on the door and shared with the folks
that it posed a danger to the neighbors.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I know that neighbors had talked to them and told them they really should not be doing it.
Commissioner Teas
Is it a nominal fine?
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I do not know what the fine is. I think the fine for parking in the front setback was $100.
Mayor Donchess
I think it is discretionary with the court but there is an upper limit and it might be higher than $100.
Director Fauteux
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I think it is $1,000.
Mayor Donchess
The city also has an ordinance now that allows departments to issue tickets for violations. Whether the Dog
Ordinance is covered by that, I am not sure. With respect to housing codes and things like that, the city can
issue a ticket which can be appealed.
There is no question that the police can enforce this.
Commissioner Teas
I do not think that because the law exists, I do not know that I would call the police department on a neighbor
for dog fouling. I am just wondering how it gets policed and is it something that will be the top of mind for this
season and then will it be part of a collection of a hundred other ordinances that were very important for safety
and concern that just do not paid attention to any longer.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I can only speak to my experience as an Alderwoman. All of these little ordinances, I never know about them
until someone calls me and says what can we do about it. The first thing that I usually do is call Director
Marchant to find out if we have something that addresses it.
I do not think it is something that people just walk around saying this is there and let me enforce it but the
situation has gotten to the point where it is chronic and even after saying something, it continues.
Our Code Enforcement Department is wonderful, they go out and talk to people and work with them and will
finally say if you are not going to work with this then we are going to have to enforce this. They will work not
only with the offender, but also with the neighbors to help the offender right what they were doing that was in
violation.
Commissioner Pappas
In my tenure on the Board, I have had people express concerns about that and if I understand correctly, it is an
ordinance that already exists and I think it is an amendment to the ordinance.
Director Fauteux
The existing ordinance is related to snow and then the yard debris was added.
Commissioner Moriarty
I am also concerned about the last sentence in this ordinance which reads, “the violator is subject to
punishment.” The punishment is not listed. I thin it is quite odd that we cannot require residents to shovel their
sidewalks so people can walk and they are forced to walk on the street. Now we are going to punish them for
leaves in the street. This will also affect all of the lawn care companies and that will raise a flag to the smaller
companies. This is my first reading of this ordinance; this was not in our packet and I have never seen it
before. I am not comfortable voting in favor of this since I have not seen this before.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Commissioner Moriarty, Alderman Jette worked on this. It had its first presentation at your March meeting so
what you are seeing today has been worked on with legal but I will tell above where you were reading, item #2
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states that this will not apply to clean-up or collection if they are occurring at the same time. If my lawn cleanup company is doing three yards in the neighborhood and they are piling stuff along the side of the street, this
is not going to affect them. Again, this is something where I think residents are reporting and the situations
that I have been aware of are not people even blowing their leaves along the side of the street, they are
blowing the clear across the street or into the middle of the pathway where traffic is moving. I know that
Alderman Jette worked with the City Attorney to address that concern and that has been added. In terms of
punishment, it is indicated here at the end of sentence which reads, “as provided in 1-12.” My experience,
although it is only eight years and not as much as some of the experience around this table, has been that the
police department and Code Enforcement Department are not quick to go out and fine people and there is
usually a warning first.
Director Fauteux
This would be enforced by the Nashua Police Department.
MOTION CARRIED: 2 - 1 (Nay, Moriarty)
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Once again, this wording will go to the Committee on Infrastructure, we will let them know that this is what you
have approved and it has gone through legal. It will show up on their agenda with this as the amendment to it.
Thank you for your time, some of things you deal with are certainly not the most glamorous in the city but they
are very important.
Parks & Recreation Department
A. Informational: Broad Street Rotary Landscape Design Presentation
Mr. Caggiano
I want to introduce Mr. William Parker from Parker Gardens Designs. Director Fauteux tasked me last
summer to do something with the rotary at Broad Street. There was an agreement at the time with some
people from Sullivan Farms but that has fallen by the wayside. I took some Permaculture courses and
learned about sustainability. I met Bill at one of our twilight landscape meetings and he sounded like the
perfect guy for the job. We hired him to do a landscape design and he is very excited. He is also excited
about helping with the install and doing it as a partnership with the division. It will require very little
maintenance and once it matures, it will provide year-round color.
Mr. William Parker, Parker Gardens Designs
This is a style of planting that we have been perfecting for about ten years. I was dealing with Nick last fall
regarding another project and commented that this application might be a fantastic for the Broad Street rotary.
There is a tremendous amount of traffic that comes through there everyday and this would be a very nice
welcome into the city. This type of planting for the most part is 100% herbaceous, which means it is all
perennials. It is visually stunning, it starts coming out in May and carries into the fall months. There is a nice
progression right through late fall. (Mr. Parker showed the Board a slideshow of the plantings.)
It relatively little money for what you are going to get. We are proposing to do this with small plants and Nick
and I have already talked about what the budget would be. It is also exciting because it is sustainable. Once
this planting has established itself, which takes a year or two, it requires no maintenance. Managing the weed
growth is one of the big labor-intensive tasks early on. After that, the plants start to knit together and become
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impenetrable to weeds. No fertilization and no water once these plants development a root system. Some of
these plants have roots that go down five to ten feet deep so they have good access to ground moisture.
Commissioner Pappas
I think they look beautiful. With all Parks & Recreation has to do with the weeding, is that part of the contract
for the first couple of years?
Mr. Parker
Parks & Recreation is already out there mowing it probably once a week in an average growing season.
Incidentally, the annual maintenance for this, once we get beyond the initial growth stage, is mowing it in the
fall and the plant debris should be left where it is. There is also no bark mulching involved with this. Initially
when these plants are put in, they need to be mulched but we are mulching with composted leaves, which
Nick tells me he has an endless supply.
Commissioner Pappas
That was going to be my next question; if it made sense to use mulch but I know people have used their
leaves.
Mr. Parker
Bark mulch is actually counter productive to this type of planting. Plants have no relationship with wood chips;
they like to be in plant debris.
B. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve the purchase of aquatic invasive weed treatment
services from Aquatic Control Technology Inc. of Sutton, MA, for the sum of $33,668. Funding
for this purchase will be from Department: 177 Park & Recreation; Fund: General and Trusts;
Account Classification: 54 Property Services.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
Discussion:
Alderman Jette
What is the difference between this and the weed treatment that we are talking to Solitude about?
Mr. Caggiano
That is what this is. The total project is being run by our Waterways Manger, Dr. Mineau; and this is the park
portion of that total contract. We take care of the Mill Pond in Mine Falls and the canal. This year I am adding
Sandy Pond because we have had some issues there. We are getting a better value because of the bulk
contract. We take care of those ponds under the parks every other year and we have been this for about
eight years. When we started, the weeds were so bad that we had to harvest them with a machine and now
we are at a point where we can control them with an aquatic herbicide.
Alderman Jette
You say it is part of the same thing, but why is one with Solitude and one with Aquatic Control Technology?
Mr. Caggiano
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It is the same company. They will also be treating the Nashua River but that does not fall under our purview
or funding capability.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
C. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the contract with Target New England of Alton
Bay, NH, for the Main Street Bridge Painting project in an amount not-to-exceed $57,500.
Funding will be through Department: 160 Admin / Engineering; Fund: Grant: Activity: Highway
Block Grant FY18.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
D. Informational: A State Champion European Larch (Larix decidua) Tree has been identified at
Greeley Park.
Mr. Caggiano
About 1 ½ years ago I was approached by a resident that abuts the park and they had some concerns about a
large tree that they felt was getting too big and asked if we could think about taking it down. Once we looked
at it, I said wow, this is pretty big and I knew it was a Larch, which is a rare tree in this area. It is one of the
deciduous evergreens so it has needles but they drop every year and then come back. I contacted the New
Hampshire Big Tree Program to have it measured and I was told it was the largest European Larch in the
state.
Commissioner Pappas
We were looking at a big Larch on the oval where I live and we fund our own program where we plant the
trees and also get rid of them. There are times of the year when the tree looked dead.
Mr. Caggiano
I talked to the Director about advertising it a little bit or maybe putting a sign there but I do not want to over
advertise it.
Commissioner Teas
Where is it in the park?
Mr. Caggiano
It is near Bates Drive; it is between the gardens and the back of our facility where we store the equipment.
Alderman Jette
Do you have a picture of it?
Mr. Caggiano
I do not.
Alderman Jette
Does this mean that the resident’s request to cut it down has been denied?
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Mr. Caggiano
Yes. I met with him and once he saw the people from the state come he was very excited. Once he
understood it was not dead but doing its natural thing, he was okay.
Street Department
A. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve the purchase of 4-CMS-T333 Electronic Message
Boards from American Signal Company of Atlanta, GA, for the total purchase price of $91,099.
Funding will be through Department: 160 Engineering; Fund: Grant; Activity: Highway Block
Grant.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
B. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the purchase of one 2018 Morbark Beever M15R
wood chipper from MORBARK Winn, Michigan for the total purchase price of $71,301.51.
Funding will be through Department: 160 Engineering; Fund: Grant; Activity: Highway Block
Grant.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
Discussion:
Commissioner Moriarty
Are we getting funding from Highway Block Grants, is that Federal or State Highway?
Mr. Jon Ibarra, Superintendent of Streets
That came from the state funding.
Mayor Donchess
This was a special, one-time $1.3 million. This is over and above the regular block grant. All the equipment
that is related street maintenance is eligible for purchase through the block grant.
Commissioner Pappas
Is the old one still going to be used?
Mr. Ibarra
It is still in service but it is very underpowered. When these events come through, we like to have some big
power so we can get a better response and open the streets better. This one is 174-horse power motor
powered by CAT. It will give a significant level of service and response in a storm. Last year we had 90 trees
come down.
Alderman Jette
On this one and the previous one, the memorandum talks about the quoted, in this case the chipper through
the NJPA, which is the equivalent of the state bid. Does that mean this was a low bid?
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Mr. Ibarra
It is for federal and municipal governments, state agencies which we belong to; it is a conglomerate so it gives
us more purchasing power. They set a rate equivalent to a state bid and we can get on board going through
that program and get the same savings.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Commissioner Pappas
Rather than wait until Commissioner Comments, I noticed that one year when we had a big storm we picked
up people’s sticks and I think they were delighted. I think people usually leave them out with their soft yard
waste and sometimes they are picked up, and sometimes they are not. Before we start our solid waste pickup, there is a program that you can put huge amounts of wood out and we do a really good job at spelling out
what you can and cannot put out. I do not know what percentage of the population in Nashua takes
advantage of that wonderful program but most people do not have that much as far as sticks and that sort of
thing. If we plan for next year, I am trying to think in terms of if addition to that very large collection, we can
encourage people to put out their sticks for the year then…because otherwise we are stuck with people that
are not quite sure why their yard waste did not get picked up. We understand here that it breaks the trucks.
In the past, we have said that we do not have the money but I do not think it is unreasonable to residents to
expect their sticks to be picked up once or even twice per year. I get towards the end of the year when we
have all those leaves that it becomes very difficult but I am wondering if we might expand that program that
we have. We have radios in our trucks so as the trash trucks go through the neighborhoods they could say
“okay there is a pile of sticks at 25 Broad Street” and they could go pick them up. I do think that is a problem
and if we do not pick them up then people hide them in their soft yard waste and that creates a problem for
our trucks.
Director Fauteux
We have our regular spring clean up that you mentioned, which I believe has been completed. We do pick up
sticks year round and we pick them up with our oversized items collection. People can call in and we will
pick-up sticks year round.
Commissioner Pappas
Right, but I think that people’s objection is that you have to bundle them up. That is a major pain in the neck
and we do not bring a chipper right on site. If we have our chippers out in the neighborhood, I am wondering
if that might be a good service for people or if we say you don’t have to bundle the sticks up but you can put
them in a barrel. People look at their property taxes and they say why should I call in these sticks if I have to
tie them up. I think it is a cumbersome process.
Director Fauteux
That is certainly something that we could do but that is something that the Street Department would need to
do. That takes a lot of time and that is why we try to do it before we start our construction season. It would
mean that we might not get some other work done.
Mr. Ibarra
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As far as the chipper doing it, the only thing I would say is everything is fresh and green during storm clean up
and when you throw dead stuff through a chipper you dull the knives really quick so I would want to stay away
from that. That is an expensive upkeep to change the knives.
Commissioner Pappas
Is there a reason why we couldn’t be a little less stringent about having people bundle their stuff up?
Director Fauteux
The reason we have to be that stringent is because right now the Solid Waste Department is picking that up
so it is going in a packer or another trash truck. If we did not do it that way then the Street Department would
have to do it when we do our spring cleanup where we have less stringent rules about putting sticks at the
curb.
Commissioner Pappas
I will tell you that in years past I have just called in…I either drag it across the street if a neighbor has it out but
I have literally just dumped my sticks in the front and they do pick it up. I think that people forget to call in and
that sort of thing. This is something that people get upset about and I think that we could be a little bit more
lenient with our stick policy.
Wastewater Department
A. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve the User Warrants as presented.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
B. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve Amendment #2 in the amount of $8,200 to the
contract with Woodard & Curran for the Water Booster Station Upgrade. Funding will be
through: Department: 169 - Wastewater; Fund: SRF Loan; Activity: Water Booster Station.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
C. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to award the generator procurement contract for the Energy
Recovery Upgrades project to Southworth-Milton, Inc. of Milford, MA, in an amount not-toexceed $701,840. Funding will be through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: WERF;
Activity: Energy Recovery Generator.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
Discussion:
Commissioner Moriarty
Can the superintendent please give a brief synopsis?
Mr. Dave Boucher, Superintendent, Wastewater Department
There is a generator in place, an old Waukesha generator, for our energy recovery building. This services the
digester complex. It is an old generator that does not work anymore and as we update the whole Energy
Recovery Building, this would be two smaller generators that would replace that one generator. It is used to
run off our biogas that the generator produces and with this, through net metering, we can send power back to
the grid and have cost savings.
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MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Solid Waste Department
A. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve a three year contract between the City of Nashua and
Interstate Refrigerant Recovery Inc. of Foxboro, MA, for refrigerant recovery (CFC’s) services at
the Nashua Recycling Center at an annual cost not-to-exceed $20,000, pending approval of the
FY19 operating budget. The term of this contract will be from July 1, 2018, through June 30,
2021. Funding will be through: Department: 168 Solid Waste; Fund: Solid Waste; Account
Classification: 55 Other Contracted Services.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
Discussion:
Alderman Jette
Regarding the recovery of this and the next items, refrigerant, electronic waste and scrap metal. Do the
people who collect this turn around and sell this stuff? Are we missing an opportunity or is that part of this
process?
Director Fauteux
The only thing that has any value would be the metal and we are paid for that.
Alderman Jette
What do they do with the refrigerant?
Director Fauteux
It is considered hazardous waste so it is disposed of properly. Maybe Sally can speak to that a little bit more.
Ms. Sally Hyland, Recycling Coordinator
The refrigerants that are recovered can be recycled but they cannot be manufactured any longer because of
federal law so they are extracted and sent to a place where they can recycle them.
Mayor Donchess
They destroy the ozone layer.
Ms. Hyland
That is correct. They have an adverse effect on the ozone layer.
Alderman Jette
When you say they recycle the refrigerants, what does that mean?
Ms. Hyland
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It means the people who extract the gases from the appliances that we have at the landfill take it to a place
where they re-use it for allowable uses because there is no more that is being generated or manufactured.
Alderman Jette
So there is no value there that we are not getting.
Ms. Hyland
It is not something that we could do. You have to be certified by the EPA. It is like an HVAC person. I do not
recall where this company takes the material that they gather. They report how many pounds they collect but
it’s not really all that much.
Alderman Jette
What about the electronic waste, I am assuming there are precious metals in there that they are able to sell.
Ms. Hyland
There are metals, plastic and glass. The markets for the material vary. The electronic process is a very
hands-on, de-manufacturing process where they have to take everything apart. We are very fortunate to have
an opportunity to get it at this price.
Mayor Donchess
Where we could recover more is the charge to residents for bringing electronic components to the landfill. I
think you get three for two and then after that it is $5.00. Other communities charge a lot more than that. It
costs a lot to get rid of this stuff. One concern about not charging for this is that we are getting electronics
from other towns. Most towns require like $25.00 to get rid of an electronic item.
Alderman Jette
The other side of that is if we are trying to encourage people to bring their electronics to a place where they
can be taken apart and salvaged to some degree as opposed to throwing it in the trash, if you charge people
too much they might find other ways of disposing of it that would not be good for the environment or the
community.
Mayor Donchess
You are correct, that is the other side of the question and that is why the fee is non-existing or very low.
Commissioner Pappas
Can we put that on the agenda for next month? I have been the opposing view on that because people are
going to get these huge tax increases and they are going to say, “what’s happening.” I will tell you that I think
if someone is going to throw a T.V. in their garbage can then even if it was free they would not bring it to the
landfill. I do think that they are caught in a good portion of the areas that one would do that because is you
have semi-automated trash they would see it.
Mayor Donchess
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Commissioner Pappas are you suggesting that we put it on the next meeting agenda for discussion regarding
the issue of whether or not we should charge for the disposal of electronics.

Commissioner Pappas
It has to be done by ordinance.
Mayor Donchess
That is correct.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
B. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve a three year contract between the City of Nashua and
Universal Recycling Technologies, LLC for the processing and disposal of electronic waste from
the Nashua Recycling Center at an annual cost not-to-exceed $75,000, pending approval of the
FY19 operating budget. The term of this contract will be July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2021.
Funding will be through: Department: 168 Solid Waste; Fund: Solid Waste; Account
Classification: 55 Other Contracted Services.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
C. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve a three-year contract between the City of Nashua
and Excel Recycling for the recycling of scrap metal at the Four Hills Landfill. The term of this
contract will be from July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2021, pending approval of the FY19
operating budget. Revenue generated through this contract will be directed to: Department: 168
Solid Waste; Fund: Solid Waste; Account Classification: 44 Charges for Services.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
D. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to award a one-year contract for the transportation and
processing of the City’s single stream recyclables in the amount not-to-exceed $400,000 to
Casella Recycling LLC of Charlestown, MA, pending approval of the FY19 operating budget.
Funding through Department 168 Solid Waste; Fund: Solid Waste; Account Classification: 55
Other Contracted Services.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
Discussion:
Alderman Jette
I have been told by the Solid Waste Department that the cost of taking away our recyclables per ton is
expected to go up. Is this a fixed contract where the cost will not go up?
Director Fauteux
The state of recycling in this country is really a disaster. Most of the recyclables are being shipped to China
and China has shut off almost all domestic U.S. markets as well as others. They really have their own internal
markets now for recycling. A lot of it was a contamination issue. They want less now than 1% contamination
which is virtually impossible to meet. The U.S. market right now is scrambling to find other outlets for
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recyclables, there is not enough domestically. For instance, there is no market for glass. Glass is being
landfilled.
Mayor Donchess
But not by us.
Director Fauteux
No, by Casella and others. Back in July of 2017, we were paying under $1.00 per ton including trucking for
recycling. By December we were paying about $48.00 per ton for both processing and transportation and our
most recent in March was $72.00 per ton. It could go up to as high as $150.00 per ton. I hope that does not
happen but Casella has told us that we should plan on it possibly going up to $120.00 per ton. Things are
challenging right now.
Commissioner Teas
That is an interesting social problem that we have. You encourage everyone to recycle but yet it could
potentially cause huge strains financially to do so.
Director Fauteux
My gut tells me that things are going to level out. Recycling is big business in this country and I think that we
are going to find other markets. There are other countries like Vietnam and Thailand that are trying to jump
into the market and I think they will be receiving recyclables soon. There are some processing plants in
Canada. I everyone is scrambling because China just all of sudden shut everyone off. Another discussion
that I think we should have at some point is whether we continue to recycle glass. Does it really make sense
for us because the value of our air space is probably $60.00 per ton? Does it make sense to continue
shipping glass at $72.00 per ton when Casella is landfilling it?
Commissioner Teas
How many tons do we process?
Director Fauteux
About 5,000 tons per year.
Commissioner Pappas
We might need to start giving more garbage carts. If you have a fairly big family and you are filling a green
toter which I do think the city should provide…you purchase one of those and then you might be filling one or
two bins in addition and then there is a large portion that you might have to just throw in the trash, we might
very well be in the positon where we might have to accept trash where the lid is open or allow people to
purchase a second cart.
Director Fauteux
These are times that we have not seen. Sally and I have had numerous discussions about this and it could
take up five years before things become somewhat stable again, although we do not think we will ever get to
the point where we will not be paying.
Alderman Jette
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Is Casella the only game in town or are there other people that we have sought bids from?
Director Fauteux
Yes, they are the only game in town. We had two bids and one withdrew their bid. If Casella pulled out of
Nashua, we would have no place to send our recyclables right now.
Mayor Donchess
In order to improve the situation, potentially, in the budget is a $200,000 capital improvement item to provide a
cover over the recycling storage bunkers that we have because water is considered a contaminant.
Director Fauteux
Waste Management said that they might bid on our recyclables if they were not wet. Casella is not bothered
by that but it does add to the weight so it would benefit us to cover the bunkers. There are a lot of
municipalities that are scrambling that just cannot afford to fund their recycling programs.
Alderman Jette
One of the ways to deal with this is not to produce so much trash to begin with. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.
Is there anything that we can do to double or triple our efforts to publicize this whole concept of reducing
waste?
Director Fauteux
That is a very good point and yes, I have spoken to Sally and Lauren Byers about that and in the coming
weeks you will be seeing some information about not only Reducing and Re-using but also contamination is
another problem. We have tended to be pretty lenient about what we will accept for recycling but we have
had to get a little tougher because the reality is if Casella decides not to take our recycling, we are in trouble.
One of the things that people often do is they put their recycling in plastic bags thinking they are helping and
that is a big containment. People are also leaving food in containers which is also a contaminant, like
mayonnaise still left in a jar.
Commissioner Pappas
The only reason I was aware that people did this is I will often take out people’s trash or recycling when they
are away. I rinse my stuff out and put it on the counter and as people go out, they will throw it in the recycle
bin. There are some people who do not like that look on their counters so they will have a separate trash bin
for recycling and they will line it with a trash bag. If that is how people do their recycling in their homes then
they should dump the recyclables out and not include the trash bags. Maybe we should put something in their
tax bills.
Director Fauteux
That is a very good idea. Another thing people are putting in their recyclables are food scraps. Please do not
do that. We will be doing some educational outreach.
One more thing that I would like to mention is soft yard waste in carts with wheels on them; we have always
had a policy that said you should not have wheels on your solid waste carts because they get damaged. The
carts that you buy at the local hardware store are really not meant for collections. If people buy a cart with
wheels on it and it is damaged, we will not replace them. Solid Waste decided to try to enforce that and not
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pick up carts with wheels, unbeknownst to many of us. We will continue to pick up carts with wheels on them
that have soft yard waste in them but we want all residents to know that we will not replace them if they are
damaged because they cannot withstand the tough environment of collection.
Commissioner Pappas
I would certainly agree with that. The only thing is to remind people that the trash should not be over 60
pounds and what I do is I see if I can lift it. As a reminder, people who do grass clippings, if you have a
Thursday or Friday pick-up and you do your lawn on a Friday, Saturday or Sunday then that is going to create
a lot of moisture within that time.
Director Fauteux
That is a good point.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
E. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve a contract with SCS Field Services of Reston, VA, to
construct an expansion of the landfill gas collection system in the Phase I/II landfill in the
amount of $427,654. Funding will be through Department 168 Solid Waste; Fund: Bond;
Activity: Landfill Gas Expansion FY19.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Engineering Department
A. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the Residential and Commercial Wastewater
Service Permit and Fees as submitted.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
B. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve Drainlayer’s License for WF Grace Construction,
LLC, 29 Tandy Rd, Deerfield, NH, 03037, in accordance with Nashua City Code §255-19
Issuance of Drainlayer's License.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
C. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve the construction contract for the 2018 Paving
Program to Newport Construction Corp. of Nashua, NH, in the amount of $6,727,834. Funding
will be through: Department: 161 Street; Fund: Bond; Activity: Paving; Department: 161 Street;
Fund: Trust; Account Category: 81 Infrastructure Improvements; Department: 169 Wastewater;
Fund: Wastewater; Activities: Sewer Structures and Sewer Rehab.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
Discussion:
Mayor Donchess
This is one of the principal paving contracts.
Director Fauteux
That is correct but it does not include the federal dollars.
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Commissioner Moriarty
Have we used Newport in the past for paving?
Mr. Dookran
Newport has not had a contract directly with the city but they have worked as a sub-contractor with our paving
contractors.
Director Fauteux
We brought them in and had a discussion with them and I was very pleased by the meeting. I hope that
things go well. Rick DeFelice, the owner of Newport Construction lives right here in Nashua and I think he is
going to want to do well by his own community. They seem excited and they have a lot of experience. They
have 169 employees and they have done most of their paving in Massachusetts. They have some very
experienced people and the owner even gave me his cell phone as well as his private e-mail address. We
have had some trouble in the past so I think Engineer Dookran and I are a little cautious but cautiously
optimistic.
Alderman Jette
You referenced the problems that we have had, I have heard that we have had some paving done where it
has not stood up and we had criticisms of it. Can other experts that look at the paving after the fact or the
material and say “hey, wait a minute, you did not provide the right formula here and we have a claim against
the contractor?”
Director Fauteux
We want to be careful about talking about anyone specific but I think so far, any issues that we have had we
have plans to rectify.
Alderman Jette
At the Board of Aldermen meeting, there was talk about hiring an expert to test the material as we are doing it.
Is that going to be in play with this contract?
Director Fauteux
We will be testing on-site as well as at the plan for this contract.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
D. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the purchase of manhole and catch basin
castings from EJ Prescott, Inc. of Concord, NH, in the amount of $159,686. Funding will be
through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater; Activity: Sewer Structures.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
E. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to approve the construction contract for the Amherst Street
and Broad Street Sidewalk Repairs to Leighton A. White of Milford, NH, in an amount of
$414,265 and authorize use of Northwest Quadrant Trust Funds in the amount of $180,948
and the use of Somerset Plaza Trust Funds in the amount of $36,607 toward funding of the
contract. Funding will be through Department 160 Admin/Engineering; Fund: General;
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Activity: Street Infrastructure Improvements; and Department 160 Admin/Engineering; Fund:
Trust; Account Category: 54 Property Services.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
F. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the contracts with DeLucca Fence in the
amount of $25,874 for the installation of fence at a Parkway retaining wall and $72,993.75
for fencing on the Fairmount Street Bridge. Funding will be through Department: 160
Admin/Engineering; Fund: Bond; Activity: Broad Street Parkway.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
G. MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the construction contract for the 2018 CIPP
Lining to Layne Inliner of Fairfield, ME, in the amount of $715,657.50. Funding will be
through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Bond; Activity: Sewer Rehab.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
H. MOTION: Commissioner Teas to authorize the use of DW Highway and Spit Brook Road
Traffic Mitigation Funds in an amount not to exceed $5,000 for uniformed officers and
flaggers to provide traffic control during the replacement of traffic equipment along DW
Highway and Spit Brook Road.
Funding will be through Department 160
Admin/Engineering; Fund: Trust; Account Category: 55 Other Services.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
Discussion:
Alderman Jette
Do we have to use uniformed police officers to be flagger on construction projects?
Mr. Dookran
It depends on the location. On the main streets, you want officers and at least one cruiser. On not so busy
areas, you can use flaggers and in some places, there is a combination with one officer and two flaggers. If
you went down Kinsley Street today, you might have seen that. In this project, they will be working at signals
and you might have to take one lane from the signal and have some type of a traffic direction. In this case, it
will be done better by police officers. In some cases, the signal might have to be turned off in order to conduct
the work and in that case, you would want police officers.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
I.

MOTION: Commissioner Pappas to approve the Agreement to reimburse the Town of
Hudson for the Bridge Evaluation (NH 111 Eastbound and Westbound) Engineering Study in
an amount not to exceed $25,000. Funding will be through Department: 160 Engineering;
Fund: Grant; Activity: Highway Block Grant.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously

Administration Department
A. Directors Report
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 The first slide is a new sewer service at 4 Beard Street.
 This is a new 20-foot trailer that we purchased for the Parks & Rec Department and we will be
able to keep the trailer loaded and just drive it off to wherever it is going instead of loading and
unloading which will be a lot more efficient.
 This is the new fire alarm panel at Holman Stadium which controls the sprinkler system. This
replaces the one that shorted out last fall.
 We did some outfield wall repairs also at Holman Stadium.
 The wading pool at Greeley Park sustained some damage over the winter and the damage to
the concrete is pretty significant. We are going to repair it well enough so we can get through
this season but we are going to need to replace it this fall. We expect it will be somewhere in
the $30,000 range to replace it. The superintendent and I were talking about adding some fun
element to it for the kids.
Alderman Jette
How did it get damaged?
Director Fauteux
Just from the winter and extreme frost.
Alderman Jette
Was the water drained?
Director Fauteux
Yes, it was drained. It is just wear and tear. It is old and needed to be replaced anyway. This winter was
tough on everything.
 There is a SummerFun Fishing Derby coming up on April 28th from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. at
the Horse Pond Fish & Game Club. It is limited to the first 75 children who sign up and you
must pre-register by calling 589-3370 or e-mailing the Recreation Department at
recreation@nashuanh.gov. You can find the information on the website and on FaceBook as
well.
 The walk for Recovery Awareness kicked off the band shell season on March 31st.
 There was also a ceremony at the Holocaust Memorial on April 12th.
 On April 14th and the 21st over 100 people helped to pick up the rail trail and our inner city
parks, the library walk and Mine Falls Park.
 This is West Hollis Street at Riverside; the traffic control box needed some repairs.
 This was an emergency sewer repair at 24 Burgess Street. The pipe was replaced by our own
staff.
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 The brine storage tanks have arrived, both storage tanks for the brine that we will be making as
well as the applicator skid tanks that will be fitted on four of our 6-wheelers for the pre-storm
application.
 This is an emergency sewer repair on Taylor Street.
 We needed to repair the guardrail at Pershing and Kinsley Streets due to a motor vehicle
accident.
 Update on the digester cleaning: We began de-watering the digested material on Saturday,
April 21st and we expect to begin reusing it via land application by the middle of next week.
 The special pick-up for bulky and metal items has begun on April 16th and will run until midNovember. Residents must call to schedule a pick-up.
 Our first week of soft yard waste collections started on April 16th. The first couple of weeks are
always tough because there is a lot of material. Patience are much appreciated.
 We had students from the Broad Street School at the Solid Waste Department to learn about
recycling.
 The kids at PAL are touring all of our departments. They visited the Solid Waste Department
on Friday, April 13th and they had some great questions.
 Our first hazardous waste collection was this past Saturday and it was very successful. Our
next collection takes place on Thursday, June 7th from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the Street
Department.
 You can see some of the contamination in the recycling; plastic bags and organics are a
problem. We will be embarking on an informational campaign soon to talk about contamination
and recycling.
Commissioner Comments
Commissioner Teas
I wanted to take this opportunity to thank Director Fauteux who was kind enough to share with me the
grounds. It was very fascinating to learn about the departments and I enjoyed meeting the superintendents
very much. One stop on our tour was Burke Street and at that time, I was a private citizen. I would be
interested in learning from my peers who were Commissioners at the time what the thought process was
when determining what to do with that property and the result in the budget of $40 or $50 million.
Commissioner Pappas
I think I was one of two people who voted against the purchase and I have to tell you that I knew it was going
pass, so my feet were not totally to the fire. The reason I felt so conflicted was that I knew it abuts the
wastewater facility. We did not have any immediate plans; it was just in case we had some sort of expansion.
The reason I voted no on the facility is that in my years on the Board it just seemed that at times numbers
were pulled out of the air and I did not know how realistic it was. What was the initial amount of money they
said it would cost to get Burke Street up and running?
Mayor Donchess
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$10 to $15 million.
Commissioner Pappas
I did not trust the figure so I voted no for the purchase and not a single resident on Burke Street was for that
price tag for that building. I also thought that we did not vet the process, for example, injecting that many
trucks into a neighborhood, I do not think that we gave the neighborhood a lot of information. They did not
necessarily know what was coming to them. The other is when you make a financial decision like that, what
we had not done is to say what does each department need for their buildings to be a little bit more functional.
I really question our whole Capital Improvements Process when I look at Superintendent Caggiano’s place at
the park. They should have done something with that in the 70’s. For me it was a financial decision, it was
not just my money but the taxpayer’s money and I just thought the price was too high.
Commissioner Teas
I appreciate that perspective. In my mind, as a citizen, I thought it was a great opportunity to buy abutting
land, its 20+ acres and the last time that I checked there is not going to be that type of land in close proximity
to the wastewater plant. I think it made good business sense and from what I understand, it was probably an
aggressive timeline to have to bid. You bring up a great point regarding the strategic planning of it. Could we
have vetted it better and was it rushed. I am not saying yes or no but as I walked through there and in
particular, the garage, it’s an amazing building with a lot of potential. I would like to maybe revisit this topic,
take the Board through a strategic planning process and get input from folks that are knowledgeable with
respect to construction as opposed to going to one person. Maybe we can gather many builders and see if
we can get folks to provide input and come to the meeting prepared. I thought if we were to host a well
thought out meeting of the Board of Public Works, and invite builders, designers and architects and inform
them of what we are facing and what we are looking for and ask them for feedback. It might provide us with
some good information.
Commissioner Pappas
I think that the project was well vetted, it was just that we are a city…the reason I think the purchase was a
mistake was we had to purchase it without having an inspector take a look at it and that made me very
nervous because we are not real estate entrepreneurs. Rather than just talk about Burke Street, I think that
we need to talk about the other places because if you just have one price.
Commissioner Teas
Again, that is a perfect Segway into and maybe I did not express it well. I visited some of the sites and it
seemed as though they were in need of some repair. I do not know what the actual vision was for the project
but seemingly many different departments, not necessarily all of public works but maybe other areas of the
city. Could we take an opportunity as Commissioners of this Board to speak strategically about it, and solicit
input from the superintendents as to what their needs and desires are and then solicit input from the city and
the community? We made a large investment and I would like to see us perhaps evaluate again the
opportunities at this wonderful resource.
Mayor Donchess
Do you have thoughts as to who would be constructed participants in the meeting where we would invite
contractors and developers in to take a look at it?
Commissioner Teas
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My general thought is that I would like to be all-inclusive and I would like to have input or representation from
the Board of Aldermen and gather input from the superintendents at public works and other areas that
potentially were going to be moved there. Find out what the needs are. This might be much bigger than the
Board of Public Works but more importantly, invite folks in the community. I will refrain from using specific
names but I could come up with a list of ten builders, big, small and in between as well as people who are
specifically focused on roofs and other things. To have them help to solve our problem as opposed to picking
one and saying build it for us. I think we will get a better project and a better product by having many minds
come together and hear what our problem is. I do not think we will build this all at once, it may be a several
years phased project but I think we will get pretty good output.
Mayor Donchess
There were two decisions that were made. The purchase – I was on the Board of Aldermen at that time and it
was an auction situation, bid as is with no inspection. There were two justifications, number one was it is
adjacent to the sewer treatment plant, and there might be an expansion and prior to the purchase trying to
expand the facility would be difficult or impossible. The purchase solved that problem. Number two the
estimate provided was the cost of renovation into a 50,000 square foot office space and a functional garage
for public works was $10 to $15 million. We knew that building a new garage would be far more than that so
on both counts it sounded like a good idea. We were told we had to bid very quickly. After the purchase
which took place in the fall of 2015, we began to look at how to make the renovation. We had a group of
people including Alderman Deane, Commissioner Bergeron, Alderman McCarthy and others to define the
project. As they got into it more and more deeply with a specific architect, they found that the cost to make
the renovation would be $50 million. The city could manage a $10 or $15 million project, it can be fit into the
bonding schedule as we are paying other debt off so it does not have a big impact on the tax rate but when
you are talking about a $50 million project then that is an entirely different magnitude. They decided not to
proceed and in reality, the Board of Aldermen would have backed that amount anyway.
Would you mind working with the Director to develop a plan as to how we should proceed? We can meet with
the Aldermen at any time but because cost is such a driving factor, I think the Aldermen would like to know
what this would cost. If it is $10 million then it is one thing but if it is $70 million then it is totally different. The
idea was that in the office building there was enough room for public works plus another department so when
the project still seemed financially feasible, the School Department administration looked at it and they were
lukewarm but willing to move in as long as it was done quickly. The Health Department had mixed feelings
about as well as the Aldermen. There were advantages and disadvantages. It seems now that the building
on Mulberry Street will be improved in place.
Commissioner Teas
I would be honored to work with the Director. I think if that land purchase came up again and I was in a
position to vote on it, I would probably vote to purchase it in the same manner just because they are not going
to create anymore land in that strategic location. I do not think I would vote for a $50 million bond. I envision
a morning of walking through the building, serving lunch in that garage area and having presentations by each
of the superintendent’s talking about what their needs are and what some of the impediments were that we
found during the evaluation process 2 ½ years ago and ask for creative ways to solve them. One of the things
that was brought to our attention was the roof might not be strong enough to hold the…I asked if you could
heat the roof so snow melts as it hits. I think if we get folks in the room that have worked on different projects,
all for a sandwich and a cup of soup, we might end up with a lot more information and knowledge to then work
towards a project that is feasible, financially responsible and can be beneficial to the employees and not be
costly to the taxpayers.
Mayor Donchess
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I think I left one thing out which was as the analysis of cost was coming to a conclusion, there was a meeting
which I attended and the idea was to rehab the garage. It would not hold the proper snow load so we would
need to shovel the roof of the garage. Number two, the piers are close in terms of maneuvering the
equipment. It could work but it is not very efficient. We could do that for $43 million. We had to shovel the
roof, the equipment did not go in very easily and we were going to spend $43 million. Then everyone said
how much would it cost to tear down the garage and build a new one. That is when the cost moved from $43
million to $49 million.
Commissioner Teas
We will report back to you.
Director Fauteux
Our next meeting is May 24th and there is a conflict on that date. We were wondering if we could move that
meeting to May 31st which is also a Thursday at 4:30 p.m.
Commissioner Teas
That is not a problem.
Commissioner Pappas
I will check.
Commissioner Moriarty
I am fine with that.
Commissioner Teas
I like the earlier afternoon meetings.
Mayor Donchess
As the Board of Public Works became more and more prominent in terms of the decisions that were being
made, specifically the downtown sidewalks and the Broad Street Parkway, some people argued, me among
them, that they needed to be when people could attend and when people who have daytime commitments,
could actually run and serve. If they had to work during the day, they could still be on the Board at night.
Commissioner Pappas
The 1:00 p.m. time works great for me but I do think that it really hinders who can run for office.
Mayor Donchess
Commissioner Bergeron had said that he could not have run if the meetings were held during the day.
Director Fauteux
We have had a policy in the city for summer help that we have been 18 year olds. We have had a bit of an
issue this year; we are short about four Parks & Recreation employees’ which is a big deal. We have been
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talking about hiring 17-year olds. They would not drive or be on the back of packers or anything like that but
doing landscaping work for Parks & Recreation. We vetted it by the Legal, HR and Risk Departments as well
as the Mayor’s office and I think everybody is okay with that provided that there are some parameters around
that and I just wanted to check with the Board to see if you had any concerns with lowering the age limit to 17.
Commissioner Teas
Sounds good.
Commissioner Pappas
I have no problem with it.
Commissioner Moriarty
It is fine with me.
Alderman Jette
With regard to organic material like food scraps contaminating the recyclables. There is an organization in
Nashua called Grow Nashua. They have a website which is grownashua.org and they have a program where
for a fee they will come to your house once per week and pick up compostable material, which would be
vegetables, food scraps, coffee grounds, paper towels, napkins, etc.
I have a perfect place for your 17-year olds to work. I have had a lot of people ask me about cleaning up the
roadsides. The city owns a lot of property, like on Gilson Road and Ridge Road and the roads are littered with
plastic bottles and metal cans; beer cans more often than not. You said that the city could not afford to this
and it was up to the residents to get together and do it themselves. I can understand people cleaning up their
own property but the city property, as a responsible landowner, I would think the city would clean its own
property. There are a couple of groups in my neighborhood who are trying to organize volunteers to do that
and last weekend downtown Nashua had a lot of volunteers come out. I do not know if there is a work/study
program available during the summers for students. I was disappointed to find out that the city cannot afford
it.
Director Fauteux
It is not as much as a money issue as it is a resource issue. As it is we struggle to try to maintain Main Street,
the parks and the rail trail. We do not have the people necessary to do litter control along the streets.
Alderman Jette
These are city properties.
Director Fauteux
I think it is a very worthwhile thing to do and I would love to be able to do that but we do not have the people
to do it and we are also constrained by our union contracts. We are not allowed to hire any additional summer
help beyond the numbers that we currently have unless we hire some additional full-time people. As it is now
with Parks & Recreation, we do not have the manpower to be able to do everything that we need to do. We
have another person budgeted for ½ a year this coming year which will help. We have added parks and trails
but we have not added any staff. Neighborhoods have been very successful with doing clean-ups. We
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provide the gloves, the rakes and the bags and then we pick up the trash afterward. A lit help from residents
goes a long way.

Personnel
A. MOTION: Commissioner Moriarty to accept the retirement of Phillip Appert, Industrial Pretreatment Coordinator effective April 27, 2018.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
B. Non-Public Session
MOTION: Commissioner Moriarty moved by roll call that the Board go into a non-public session
pursuant to RSA:91-A(3)IIB, the hiring of any person as a public employee.
SECOND: Commissioner Teas
A Viva Voce Roll Call was taken, which resulted as follows:
Yea:

Mayor Donchess, Commissioner Pappas,
Commissioner Moriarty & Commissioner Teas

Nay:

4
0

MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Commissioner Moriarty made a motion to come out of the non-public session. Commissioner Teas seconded
the motion.
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
MOTION: Commissioner Moriarty to seal the minutes from the Board of Public Works nonpublic (personnel) session of April 26, 2018, until such time as the majority of the Board votes
that the purpose of confidentiality would no longer be served.
SECONDED: Commissioner Teas
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Non Public Session
A. Non-Public Session
MOTION: Commissioner Pappas moved by roll call that the Board go into a non-public session
pursuant to RSA:91-A(3)IIe, to consider a claim or litigation against the city which has been
threatened in writing or which has been filed against the City.
SECOND: Commissioner Teas
A Viva Voce Roll Call was taken, which resulted as follows:
Yea:

Mayor Donchess, Commissioner Pappas,
Commissioner Moriarty & Commissioner Teas

Nay:

4
0
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MOTION: Commissioner Teas to seal the minutes from the Board of Public Works non-public
(claim or litigation) session of April 26, 2018, until such time as the majority of the Board votes
that the purpose of confidentiality would no longer be served.
SECONDED: Commissioner Moriarty
MOTION CARRIED: Unanimously
Adjournment
Commissioner Moriarty made a motion to adjourn.
Meeting adjourned at 3:31 p.m.
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Board of Aldermen
City of Nashua
229 Main Street
Nashua, NH 03061-2019
(603) 589-3030

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Public Works

FROM: Susan K. Lovering, Legislative Affairs Manager
DATE:

May 9, 2018

SUBJ:

Referral from the Board of Aldermen - Resolution R-18-035

Please be advised the Board of Aldermen met on May 8, 2018, and referred the following attached
resolution to the Budget Review Committee and the Board of Public Works for review and
recommendation:
R-18-035
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF $30,001
FROM RENAISSANCE DOWNTOWNS, LLC INTO PUBLIC WORKS
CAPITAL PROJECT ACTIVITY “EAST HOLLIS STREET GATEWAY
IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT”

The Board looks forward to receiving your comments with respect to the proposed resolution.
Thank you.
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R-18-035

RESOLUTION
RELATIVE TO THE ACCEPTANCE AND APPROPRIATION OF $30,001 FROM
RENAISSANCE DOWNTOWNS, LLC INTO PUBLIC WORKS CAPITAL PROJECT
ACTIVITY "EAST HOLLIS STREET GATEWAY IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT"

CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year Two Thousand and Eighteen
RESOL VED by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua that the City of Nashua is
authorized to accept and appropriate a contribution in the amount of $30,001 from Renaissance
Downtowns, LLC towards the East Hollis Street Gateway Improvements Project.
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LEGISLATIVE YEAR 2018
RESOLUTION:

R-l8-035

PURPOSE:

Relative to the acceptance and appropriation of S30,001 from
Renaissance Downtowns, LLC into Public Works Capital
Project Activity "East Hollis Street Gateway Improvements
Project"

SPONSOR(S):

Mayor Jim Donchess

COMMITTEE
ASSIGNMENT:
FISCAL NOTE:

Fiscal impact is a $30,001 contribution to the City towards a
specific project.

ANALYSIS
This resolution authorizes the City of Nashua to accept and appropriate a $30,001 contribution
from Renaissance Downtowns, LLC towards the traffic improvements where East Hollis Street
and Canal Street meet Bridge Street aka "East Hollis Street Gateway Improvements". This was a
voluntary contribution to improve traffic circulation as part of the site plan approval process for
property located at 62 & 70 Bridge Street. This contribution is in addition to funds previously
authorized as under the following resolutions:
R-13-154 NH Department of Transportation Grant
R-14-047 Contribution, Wastewater Fund Transfer & General Fund Contingency
Total:
This resolution should be referred to the Board of Public Works.

Approved as to account
structure, numbers,
and amount:

Financial Services Division

By:

Approved as to form:

Office of Corporation Counsel

ÇÇ^Jc
2,V
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$

$3,661,000
110,000
$3,771,000
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Division of Public Works
Engineering Department

Board of Public Works Meeting of May 31, 2018
Engineering Department
Agenda
A. Motion: To approve the Residential and Commercial Wastewater Service Permit and
Fees as submitted.
B. Motion: To approve Drainlayer’s License for Hooksett Paving Co., Inc., 20 Blevens
Dr, Candia, NH 03034, in accordance with Nashua City Code §255-19 Issuance of
Drainlayer's License.
C. Motion: To approve the hardship request from Lofts 34, LLC to excavate for
installation of three sewer services on Franklin Street which has a 5-year moratorium.
D. Motion: To approve the construction contract for the 2018 Sewer Replacement –
Kinsley St project to Newport Construction of Nashua, NH in an amount not to
exceed $1,139,300. Funding will be through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund:
Wastewater; Activity: Sewer Rehab.
E. Motion: To approve the engineering services contract with Hayner/Swanson. Inc. of
Nashua, NH in the amount of $328,675 for the management and construction
administration of the paving program. Funding is contingent upon the approval of the
bonds that will be funding the multi-year paving project. Department: 160
Admin/Engineering; Fund: Bond; Activity: Paving.
F. Motion: To approve the award of the FY18 Asphalt Testing contract to S.W. Cole
Engineering, Inc., Londonderry, NH in the amount of $43,875. Funding will be
through: Department: 161 Street; Fund: General; Activity: Paving; Department: 161
Street; Fund: Trust; Account Category: 54 Property Services.
G. Motion: To approve a contract with Thibeault Corporation of Manchester, NH in an
amount not to exceed $35,000 for the Drainage Improvements along Marshall Street.
Funding will be through Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater; Activity:
CSO Flooding.
H. Motion: To approve the hardship request from Liberty Utilities to excavate for
installation of replacement gas lines on East Stark Street which has a 5-year
moratorium.

9 Riverside Street • Nashua, New Hampshire 03062 • Phone (603) 589-3120 • Fax (603) 589-3169
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City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: May 31, 2018

From:

Stephen Dookran, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

Request to Excavate – Five-year Moratorium – Franklin Street

C. Motion:

To approve the hardship request from Lofts 34, LLC to excavate for installation of
three sewer services on Franklin Street which has a 5-year moratorium.

Attachment: Letter from HSI, Inc for Lofts 34, Inc.
Discussion:

Lofts 34, Inc., through their consultant Hayner/Swanson, Inc., is requesting that they
be granted a Street Opening Permit to install three sewer services for the
redevelopment of the property at 34 Franklin Street. Franklin Street was paved on
August 19, 2014 as part of a sewer replacement project and is 3.75 years into the 5year moratorium period. A hardship waiver on the five-year moratorium on disturbing
a City street after paving has been requested. Under 285-13 Section A of City
Ordinances, such a waiver may be granted by the Board of Public Works. The
ordinance states that “construction shall not be permitted on any street paved within
the past five years except for emergency or hardship purposes only, and only if the
conditions that follow are met, which conditions include the resurfacing for 20’
beyond either end of the paved area.”
The owner of the property, Lofts 34, Inc. purchased the property and is redeveloping
the site into a 200 unit residential building. The project received site plan approval in
2015 and has been under construction for over two years.
The building, built about 1834, had limited information available regarding the
existing sewer services. The owner has stated that once under construction, it was
determined that new sewer service connections would be needed to replace the
original services.
The project is scheduled for completion in August 2018 and ready for occupancy.
The owner states a delay in performing the sewer service construction would result in
a significant financial hardship.
Should the Board choose to allow this exception to occur, the roadway would be
resurfaced 20 feet beyond either end of the excavated area, per City Ordinance.
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City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: May 31, 2018

From:

Stephen Dookran, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

2018 Sewer Replacement – Kinsley St
Construction

D. Motion:

To approve the construction contract for the 2018 Sewer Replacement – Kinsley St
project to Newport Construction of Nashua, NH in an amount not to exceed $1,139,300.
Funding will be through: Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater; Activity:
Sewer Rehab.

Discussion:

This contract is for sewer improvements on Kinsley St in advance of street paving later
this year. From Elm St to Walnut St, the contract will replace 170 feet of 12 inch
unreinforced concrete main and 310 feet of 15 inch clay main, both dating back before
1900. From Walnut St to Woodward St, deteriorated catch basins and laterals will be
replaced as needed in advance of lining the sewer main in a separate contract by others.
Coordination issues with abutters and school activities may impact the construction
schedule.
Two bids were received on May 22 as follows:
Newport Construction of Nashua, NH
N. Granese & Sons of Salem, MA

$1,139,300.00
$1,725,000.00

The low bidder, Newport Construction of Nashua, NH has successfully completed
sewer work of this type for other municipalities.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: May 31, 2018

From:

Stephen Dookran, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

Pavement Management
Engineering Services – Amendment No. 1

E. Motion:

To approve the engineering services contract with Hayner/Swanson. Inc. of Nashua,
NH in the amount of $328,675 for the management and construction administration
of the paving program. Funding is contingent upon the approval of the bonds that
will be funding the multi-year paving project. Department: 160 Admin/Engineering;
Fund: Bond; Activity: Paving.

Attachment: HSI Proposal
Discussion:

This year, Public Works has taken on a very extensive paving program that includes a
$6.7 Million contract with Newport Construction. $1.1 Million for Brox to pave
streets from last year. $4.4 Million of Federal Highway funds to pave some arterials,
as well as micro surfacing and crack sealing contracts.
A professional services contract which Hayner Swanson (HSI) is necessary to assist
City Engineering staff with the overall management, coordination, construction
administration and observation. The effort in construction coordination is significant
given that there will be multiple crews in several locations at the same time.
HSI’s contract includes preparing for next year’s (2019) paving program, street
selection and evaluating coordination with utilities and preparing plans and bid
documents. This contract will run from July 1, 2018 to March 1, 2019 at which time,
we expect to be awarding the 2019 construction contract. More details of HSI’s
services are in their proposal (attached). DPW continues to recommend HSI for these
types of services because of their experience, their attention to cost control and their
responsiveness to the City’s needs.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: May 31, 2018

From:

Stephen Dookran, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

FY18 Asphalt Testing

F. Motion:

To approve the award of the FY18 Asphalt Testing contract to S.W. Cole
Engineering, Inc., Londonderry, NH in the amount of $43,875. Funding will be
through: Department: 161 Street; Fund: General; Activity: Paving; Department: 161
Street; Fund: Trust; Account Category: 54 Property Services.

Discussion:

The purpose of the FY18 Asphalt Testing contract is to test the asphalt used during
2018 Paving Program. Testing is being conducted to ensure compliance with contract
specifications for compaction, liquid asphalt content, pavement thickness, and
aggregate gradation.
The contract was advertised on May 10, 2018. A mandatory pre-bid meeting was
held in DPW office on May 15, 2018. The meeting was attended by two vendors
(Greenman-Pedersen, Inc. and S. W. Cole Engineering, Inc.). One bid was received
on May 24, 2018. Given below are the bids:
S.W. Cole Engineering, Inc. of Londonderry, NH
Greenman-Pedersen, Inc.

$43,875
No Bid

S.W. Cole Engineering, Inc. of Londonderry, NH at a bid price of $43,875 is the
qualified low bidder.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division

To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: May 31, 2018

From:

Stephen Dookran, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

Marshall St Drainage Improvements

G. Motion:

To approve a contract with Thibeault Corp. of Manchester, NH for the amount not to
exceed $35,000 for drainage improvements on Marshall St. Funding will be through
Department: 169 Wastewater; Fund: Wastewater; Activity: CSO Flooding.

Discussion:

Currently drainage work on Marshall St is being performed by Thibeault Corp. in
relation to the housing development at 22 Marshall Street. DPW would like to make
additional drainage improvements that include replacing deteriorated catch basins and
regrading of the street to reduce existing puddles.
Using Thibeault to do the additional drainage work is the best option at this time since
they are already mobilized for that type of work. They are also performing pipe
replacement on Marshall St for Pennichuck Water Works.
It is also important to note that the overall drainage improvements on Marshall St will
result in additional sewer separation and are therefore a benefit to the City’s CSO
program.

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

Meeting Date: May 31, 2018

From:

Stephen Dookran, P.E., City Engineer
Engineering Department

Re:

Request to Excavate – Five-year Moratorium – East Stark Street

H. Motion:

To approve the hardship request from Liberty Utilities to excavate for installation of
replacement gas lines on East Stark Street which has a 5-year moratorium.

Attachment: Letter from Liberty Utilities and map of impacted area
Discussion:

Liberty Utilities is requesting that they be granted a Street Opening Permit to install a
replacement gas main in East Stark Street at its intersection with Concord Street. East
Stark Street was paved in September 2014 and is 3.75 years into the 5-year
moratorium period. A hardship waiver on the five-year moratorium on disturbing a
City street after paving has been requested. Under 285-13 Section A of City
Ordinances, such a waiver may be granted by the Board of Public Works. The
ordinance states that “construction shall not be permitted on any street paved within
the past five years except for emergency or hardship purposes only, and only if the
conditions that follow are met, which conditions include the resurfacing for 20’
beyond either end of the paved area.”
Engineering staff coordinates with all utilities on an ongoing basis to accomplish
replacement of aging infrastructure ahead of planned construction work by the City.
The work being undertaken by Liberty along Concord Street supports the City’s
current project to repave Concord Street. Liberty needs to access an existing gas
mains at the intersection of recently paved East Stark Street to complete all tie-ins to
the new gas main being installed on Concord Street. The disturbance entails
approximately 25 linear feet of trenching into the recently paved apron of E Stark St.
This work is necessary to fully complete the larger Liberty project along Concord St.
Should the Board choose to allow this exception to occur, the roadway would be
resurfaced 20 feet beyond either end of the excavated area, per City Ordinance.

May 15, 2018
Mr. Stephen Dookran, PE
City of Nashua Division of Public Works Engineering Department
9 Riverside Street
Nashua, NH 03062
RE: Proposed Moratorium Excavation at Concord St and E Stark St
Attn Mr. Dookran:

Liberty Utilities respectfully requests hardship to complete limited excavation in a
moratorium paving area at the intersection of Concord St and E Stark St. The disturbance
entails approximately 25 linear feet of trenching into the recently paved apron of E Stark St.
This work is necessary to fully complete Liberty’s larger project along Concord St.

As you know, Liberty Utilities coordinates with your staff on an ongoing basis to
accomplish replacement of aging gas mains ahead of planned construction work by the City
of Nashua. The work being undertaken by Liberty along Concord St supports the city’s
current project to Repave Concord St. As part of the pipe replacement being currently
completed, Liberty needs to access existing gas mains at the intersection of recently paved
cross streets to complete all tie-ins of the new gas mains being installed. Liberty
understands that restoration of the moratorium paving area disturbed will need to be
completed according to City of Nashua ordinances which include both paving cutbacks and
grind and inlay restoration.
Best Regards,

Tony Beland
Liberty Utilities

See extent of work limits identified below…

15 Buttrick Road, Londonderry, NH 03053
www.libertyutilities.com

15 Buttrick Road, Londonderry, NH 03053
www.libertyutilities.com

Division of Public Works
Administration Department

Board of Public Works Meeting of May 31, 2018
Administration
Agenda
A. Motion: To approve the placement of a sculpture in front of the Indian Head Bank
Building on Main Street for the Sculpture Symposium.
B. Informational: O-18-015 – AMENDING THE CITY’S STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT ORDINANCES
C. Discussion: Downtown Events
D. Budget Transfers
E. Directors Report
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Locations for 2018 Sculptures
146 Main Street
Tony Jimenez from Costa Rica has chosen the brick area in front of 146 Main Street as the location for
his sculpture.
Tony’s sculpture will celebrate Nashua’s cultural diversity. Faces representing many of our nationalities
will be carved in granite. The sculpture and base together will measure 30”x30”x72”. We are hoping to
install into sidewalk with two steel pins, 3” diameter 6” deep.
Several people including the sculptor will be on site to assure correct orientation when the sculpture is
installed.
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City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

From:

Lisa Fauteux, Director Public Works
Administration

Re:

O-18-015 Proposed Revisions

Meeting Date: May 31, 2018

B. Informational: O-18-015 – AMENDING THE CITY’S STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
ORDINANCES
Attachment: O-18-015 Proposed Revision
Discussion:

City of Nashua, Public Works Division
To:

Board of Public Works

From:

Lisa Fauteux, Director Public Works
Administration

Re:

Downtown Events

C. Discussion: Downtown Events
Discussion:

Meeting Date: May 31, 2018
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Board of Public Works Meeting of May 31, 2018
Division Department Report
Engineering Department















2016 & 2017 Sewer Rehabilitation. Liberty Utilities is expected to begin work this month
on West Pearl St and Elm St in preparation for sewer rehab work on same streets.
Engineering awaits a response from the 2016 sewer contractor, Park Construction on a
schedule for the remainder of that work.
2018 Sewer Rehabilitation. One bid was received but it was significantly over budget.
Engineering is currently braking up the work into smaller packages in hopes of receiving
more bids. The package for Kinsley St is before the board for approval. Next in line for
bidding will be separate packages for Harvard St and Lake St.
Burke Street Sewer Phase 2. A few items remain on the punchlist which are expected to be
completed in the spring.
Collection Systems Operation and Maintenance (CMOM) Review. The draft report was
submitted by CDM/ Smith on April 13 and is being reviewed.
I/I Analysis. Flow meters are installed April 23 and will be recording data to July 2 to
determine the impact that rainwater inflow and groundwater infiltration has on the sewer
system.
Sewer Backups. Currently investigating and monitoring the status of reported sewer
backups at 235 Lake St, 75 Taylor St, 323 Broad St, 13 Nightingale Rd, 36 Amherst St, 40
Woodfield St and 9 Glendale Dr.
2018 Pavement Preservation Maintenance Program. The streets for preservation contract
(Crack sealing and/or Micro surfacing) are currently being screened and evaluated. Site
visits are being made by HSI. Contract is expected to be advertised on June, 2018.
2017 Paving Program. The paving of remaining 15 streets from last year has been initiated
by Brox and is expected to be completed by the 1st week of July, 2018. These streets include
Aspen Court, Beauview Avenue, Beausite Drive, Everett Street, Ferryalls Street, Forest
Street, Girouard Avenue, Hasselbrook Road, Massachusetts Drive, Ohio Avenue, Orlando
Street, Prospect Street, Shadwell Road, Spencer Drive and Dickens Street. Residents have
received paving notification post-cards and drainage concerns are being addressed. In
addition, the paving contractor will post “No Parking” signs ahead of paving operations to
notify the residents of upcoming paving operations.
2018 Paving Program. A contract with Newport Construction for $6,727,834 was executed.
DPW staff is currently holding pre-construction meetings with Newport Construction.
Newport Construction plans on starting paving of southern Nashua streets after Memorial
Day weekend. Moreover, they will have three separate paving crews on different streets in
the southern part of Nashua. A tentative paving schedule will be posted in last week of May
2018.
Federal Aid Paving Project. Final design plans, technical specifications, quantities, bid and
contract documents were developed and are being reviewed by NHDOT. Three separate bid
packages were prepared for Broad Street, Amherst Street/Somerset Parkway, and Kinsley
Street. Engineering staff is continuing to work with HSI throughout the LPA’s Final Design
Process.
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Pine Hill Road. This work is critical for reducing further pavement failure caused by nondrainable soils (clay) found beneath the road’s subbase materials. A quote has been received
from S.W. Cole Engineering, Inc. to install 10 borings on Pine Hill Road (from Cypress Lane
to Dublin Road) and make written recommendation for potential rehabilitation/reconstruction
alternatives. We are currently evaluating the quote.
Amherst Street and Broad Street Sidewalk Repairs. This work to construct a sidewalk
near Somerset Plaza and to correct wheel chair ramps on Amherst St and Broad St was
awarded to Leighton-A-White. A Notice to Proceed has been issued and is in the process of
scheduling a pre-construction meeting.
Charlotte Ave Elementary School SRTS. The Response to NHDOT Comments to
Engineering Study is being developed. In addition, environmental study /Programmatic
Categorical Exclusion Checklist will be submitted to NHDOT.
Bridges. Engineering is working with the consultant, Fuss & O'Neill, on a plan for repairs
on the Canal St Bridge. These repairs are limited to the portion of the bridge below the
surface in order to remove the bridge from the red list. This is currently the only red listed
bridge in the city. The Engineering and our consultant are looking at repair options based on
soil boring information.
East Hollis St-Temple St-Railroad Crossing Improvements. Engineering attended a
meeting with NHDOT and Pan Am (Railroad) on April 13 to coordinate remaining work at
this location. Placement of the railroad signal to allow proper visibility on this congested
corridor needs to be resolved.
Sewer Fees Evaluation. Engineering is reviewing the current sewer permitting fees that
were adopted in 1972 and have been not been revised since 1982. Different cities and towns
in New England were contacted regarding sewer fee charges and it was found that every city
has different fees but most of them have higher charges than Nashua. The department is
working with the legal department regarding ordinance changes that would update the fees to
present cost.
Charron Avenue Turn Lane. Final design of right turn lane on Charron Ave at the
intersection of Pine Hill Rd. The project will also improve drainage and re-pave this section
of Charron Ave.
Transportation Grants. Applications were completed to add three projects into the
Metropolitan Transportation Plan. Selected projects will be included in NHDOT’s 10-Year
Plan and eligible for funding through NHDOT. The three new projects are: Rehabilitation of
the Taylor Falls/Veterans Memorial Bridges, Implement Complete Streets design for Canal
and Bridge Streets and sidewalk/bike lane construction along Kinsley Street.
Walnut St/Factory St Improvements. Engineering has developed plans to improve traffic
and pedestrian circulation as well as improvements to the layout to accommodate on-street
parking and bicycle lanes.
Nashua North High School & Amherst St Elementary School. Engineering is working
with the Nashua School District’s facility staff to address existing pavement, drainage and
other site issues during the school’s summer vacation.
Private Development Projects: Engineering has reviewed the following Site Development
and Subdivision plans: 10 State St, 75 ½ Pine Hill Rd, 131 Burke St. Continued coordination
with consultant Bob Cormier and City Planning Department in advancing projects at 50
Bowers St, 3 Dawn St, Rivier University. Attend meetings with Planning Department to
review initial development concepts at various locations.
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Marshall St. Final design and grading of Marshall St and Kehoe Ave to eliminate drainage
issues on both streets. Working with the developer of 22 Marshall St project, Pennichuck
Water Works and Liberty Utilities to replace old infrastructure before reclaiming and
repaving the road.
Bonds. Engineering has been working with the City Treasurers Office and Community
Development to reduce the following private development bonds: 659 West Hollis St/Skyline
Dr, Wellman Ave/Selpan Way.
Utility Engineering Plan Review. Staff is reviewing Liberty Utilities plans for Allds Street,
Lawndale Avenue and Fowell Avenue, Elm Street, West Pearl Street, and Lock-LessardLucier-Aetna Street. Staff is reviewing Pennichuck Utilities plans for Gilman Street, Factory
Street, Early Street, Ritter Street, Woodward Avenue, Pennichuck Street, Fossa Avenue,
Russell Avenue, Taylor Street, Burnett Street, Field Street, Fernwood Street, Revere Street,
Park Avenue, Stevens Street, Evergreen Street, Morton Street and Fifield Street.
Street Opening Permits. Engineering issued 55 Street Opening Permits and 5 Permits to
Encumber in the month of April 2018.
Sewer Permits. Ten (10) sewer permits were issued and $5,458 was collected from April 1
through April 30, 2018.

Parks & Recreation Department










Holman Stadium. The stadium is being prepared for the Silver Knights home opener on
June first. Plans are also being made to celebrate the stadiums 80th birthday on July 17th in
conjunction with the All Star Game.
Stellos Stadium. The spring sports season is in full swing. State playoff games are scheduled
for June. We have met with School officials and vendors regarding the replacement of the
score boards and sound system at the stadium.
Summerfun. The 2018 fundraising campaign has started. We have currently secured
$18,500 in commitments. We are well on our way of reaching our goal of raising $20,000.
Opening Day is scheduled for this Saturday June 2nd 10:00 at Greeley Park.
Summerfun Fishing Derby. The derby was sold out and a big success. A special thank you
goes out to the National Fish Hatchery and members of the Horse Pond Fish and Game
Club.
Spring Field Work. Crews continue to work on preparing our baseball, softball, and
rectangular fields getting them ready for play. This has been a very difficult spring with the
poor weather in April and rain in May.
Downtown. Mulching, cleaning, pruning and flower planting was completed on Main Street
and other public spaces in time for this year’s parade. The renting of the mulch blower was
able to save the department a large amount of time.
Trips. The June 9th 2018 trip to NYC is sold out. We are working on adding a Bruins trip this
winter similar to our Celtics trip. Stay tuned for details.
Department Softball Challenge. On Wednesday May 23rd the Health Department
challenged Park and Rec to a softball game to promote health and fitness. The results were
not available at press time.
Spring Activities. The walking program is in full swing. We walk on Mondays,
Wednesday’s and Fridays. Look for details on our website.
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Summer Camps. Camp signups are very strong. Camps will start with week after school
gets out. Please refer to the city website for details.
Summer Help. Summer help has started to roll in now that school is out. We struggled this
season with a weak response due to the very low unemployment rate.
Central Irrigation – Bids are in and we are currently analyzing the information. A selection
will be coming to the board.
Mine Falls Park Trail Day- A trail day was held on Saturday May 19th. Work was done on
the cove trail, and on pulling debris out of the canal. The Gatehouse was also opened for
tours for the first time this year.

Wastewater Department












Plant Water System & Yard Hydrant Replacement Project. Contractor Will Davis will
install the remaining yard hydrant and restoration of all locations beginning at the end of
May. Site restoration includes loam and seeding, as well as pavement and sidewalk
restoration where applicable.
Energy Recovery Generator Upgrades. Bids for the 2 generators and associated heat
exchanger equipment were opened on April 17th, with CAT as the low bidder. The contract
for equipment purchase is being finalized. Waldron Engineering has completed the final
design plans, which is being reviewed by the City and NHDES. Eversource will be
completing an interconnection study and updating the interconnection agreement prior to
start of construction.
Operations. The Operations department continues daily operations of the Facility as well as
monthly inspections and checks maintaining proper operation of the Facility. The operators
have begun yearly tank cleanings and inspections in conjunction with maintenance. These
tanks include 3 of our 4 aeration basins, both of our thickening tanks, and 4 of our sludge
storage tanks. Operations successfully ran three rain events this past month.
Maintenance. Maintenance has continued preventative maintenance at the Facility and the
13 outlying pump stations. Mechanics began installing new plumbing for the Clarifier spray
water system. They also rebuilt the south trailer bay screw conveyor. Old unused piping was
demolished and removed throughout the facility. The mechanics identified and repaired
issues that were discovered during tank cleaning. More diffuser heads were installed in the
aeration basins to help improve blower efficiency. All three aeration blowers had routine
service done to them this month. Improvements continue to be made to the electrical and
communications systems in the Facility and outlying structures within the City.
Collections. The collection crews have completed all monthly checks of our CSO’s and
siphon stations, as well as assisting Maintenance in pump station inspections. The collections
crew continued cleaning sewer lines and catch basins for the paving project. Collections also
investigated sinkholes on Vine St., Ash St., and Cambridge Ave, using various CCTV
equipment. They continue to respond to emergency calls such as sewer backups, odor
complaints, sinkholes, among other collection system related calls.
Laboratory. The Laboratory continues daily analyses for permit compliance and process
control. The monthly quality control checks conducted in April are on file. A full SQC scan
on our biosolids was sent out on April 25th to Eastern Analytical, Inc. The results allowed us
to return to Class B Biosolid status and resume land application. The new Analytical Chemist
began training on April 30th.
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SCADA Upgrades. EII has completed installation of radio communications for temporary
SCADA control to keep SCADA operations uninterrupted during this project. They have
demolished much of the existing control wires from the main control room to the various
buildings that use SCADA control throughout the plant. They also have demolished the large
white control cabinets in the control rooms and removed a lot of wiring no longer in use.
Headworks Upgrade Project. The Wastewater Plant verified that the additional rakes
installed on headwork’s long channel screen have performed satisfactorily during a recent
large rain event. Contractor TBuck will resume the final punchlist in the coming month to
finalize this project.
HVAC Upgrades. Contractor Monadnock is finalizing the extra costs to install additional
smoke detectors on the large HVAC units required by the Fire Department. Once this work is
complete, the remaining work is punchlists items.
Water Booster Station Upgrades. Woodard and Curran are working on the final design,
which is expected to be completed by mid-June. Following final review, the project will go
to bid for construction.
Primary Tank Upgrades. Wright Pierce is continuing with final design, which should be
completed by the end of August. This project involves major upgrades to all 5 primary tanks
and a few other associated processes that were in need of upgrades.
Pump Station Upgrades. Woodard and Curran are working on the 90% design plans. The
Wastewater Department has submitted environmental documents to the NHDES and is
awaiting final approval, which will be followed by a 30-day public comment period.
Tours and Misc. The Wastewater department hosted the fifth grade classes from
Bicentennial Elementary in late May for a tour of the Facility. This is a program that has
occurred for many years and has been worked into the curriculum at Bicentennial. This tour
is always lots of fun for staff, and this year was no exception!

Street Department


April Street Department completed tasks.
o Over 600 potholes were filled.
o 9 catch basins were repaired.
o 8 manholes were repaired.
o 5 sinkholes were inspected and repaired.
o 1 sewer main was repaired.
o 3 emergency residential sewer service repairs were completed.
o 2 drainage problems were addressed.
o 6 sidewalk issues were addressed.
o 5 fences or walls were repaired.
o 13 curbs were reset or repaired.
o 161 lawn repairs were completed.
o 94 Spring Cleanup pick up requests were completed.



Asphalt Repairs
o The paving crew worked on 23 sites paving trenches and bad stretches of pavement.
o Multiple hot box crews have been working citywide when the weather allows filling
potholes.
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Traffic
o 29 traffic signal problems were responded to and fixed.
o During the day the crew has been addressing failed traffic signals and communication
issues city-wide including issues on the DW Highway, Main St at E. Hollis St, Main St at
Park St, Brook Village Rd. at Spit Brook Rd, Amherst St at Celina Ave and other various
locations.
o Parking lot, crosswalk and line striping work has been started city-wide.
o 5 pedestrian signals were repaired.
o 7 new posts and signs were installed.
o 3 requests for message boards were filled.
o 16 street signs were replaced or repaired.
o 84 mailboxes were repaired.



Fleet
o Preventative maintenance and repair of the fleet is ongoing daily.
o Solid Waste equipment and vehicles are repaired daily.
o New Hampshire state inspections begin June 1st with a completion date for all DPW
vehicles by September 30th.
o Parks mowers and small equipment is brought in on a daily basis for repairs and blade
sharpening
o Streets road repair equipment is being repaired for the construction season and street
sweepers are being repaired as needed.



Weld shop
o Plows are being repaired prior to summer storage.
o The welder has been making repairs to various pieces of equipment.
o Our welder has been directed to design and fabricate a tool that attaches to a backhoe for
cleaning drain culverts.

Solid Waste Department
 Weekly reports to Casella on Single Stream recycling shipments were exchanged;
 The messages for channel 16 were broadcast weekly;
 Sally attended meetings for CTAB, BPW, the District meeting on Haz Waste, and Talking
Trash.
 Earth Day activities included visits to 3 schools, 2 facility tours for students, and a display at
Oracle Corp.
 The Nashua Garden Club/SW Dept. backyard composting equipment was delivered and
distributed to buyers. 35 compost bins, 17 rain barrels, 13 pails and 25 turners were sold at
prices lower than retail. At a conservative diversion rate of 400 lbs. / yr., these 35 bins
represent 7 tons of food waste that will be kept out of the landfill each year. Since this
program began, the total diversion amounts to nearly 3000 tons by the end of this year,
assuming all bins are still in use in Nashua.
 The first HHW event was held; 273 households participated (103 from Nashua).
 Sally assisted several businesses and churches with recycling & bulbs, and spoke with many
recycling industry vendors & reps about the recycling markets.
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RECYCLABLES SHIPPED in April 2018
 445 tons of single-stream recycled materials
 15 tons of electronic waste
 .5 tons textiles & books
 181 tons brush
 167 appliances evacuated of CFCs
 1004 fluorescent bulbs & ballasts
 551 gallons used oil
 1 box rechargeable batteries
 1 box mercury thermostats
The charge for single stream recycling in April is $68.51 / ton, which would cost ~ $36,000
including shipping of 28 loads of recyclables in the month.
RECYCLING BINS & CARTS:
88 recycling carts were distributed in April – 87 sold and 1 given to a contest winner; recycling
bins were given to 21 residents, including 6 new houses (41 bins total). 32 trash carts were
distributed: (11 cracked & damaged; 11 dropped / missing; 1 additional; 3 exchanged; and 6 new
construction). 4 carts were repaired & 71 broken lids were replaced (trash 68, recycling 3).
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